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Guest session:

“A Day in the Life of a Regional Manager”

  
“There’s no shortage of remarkable ideas, what’s missing is the will to execute them.” – Seth

Godin 

A regional manager is in charge of the overall operations of a corporation in a certain area or

region. The majority of the responsibilities will revolve around setting sales targets, designing

financial gain strategies, and ensuring that the right individuals are in place to keep a productive

staff. Regional managers are also in charge of managing sales and profit growth, reviewing

employee performance, ensuring compliance with corporate laws and regulations, conducting

assessments, and reporting to top management. To learn more about the role of Regional

Manager, Army Institute of  Management  & Technology IQAC and the Marketing Department

had organized a virtual guest session on "A Day in the Life of a Regional Manager" on 25th Nov

2021 at 09:oo am on MS Teams platform.

It was an honour for us to have Dr. Abhishek Singh, Regional Manager, Britannia Industries Pvt.

Ltd.

The speaker began by discussing concepts such as DSR review, new product development,

production planning and scheduling, procurement planning (including R&D and packaging

planning), distribution planning, and the QCD triangle.

 

He also addressed how the push strategy aids in the growth of market share and how the current

management term VUCA-volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity has become an

important aspect of human resource management. The speaker highlighted the significance of



MIS in dealing with mundane tasks such as attendance records and payroll computations.

Another operational level job is maintaining staff records, which serve as a foundation for

strategic levels. Maintaining employee-related data and generating accurate reports are essential

components of every firm, especially as human resource management becomes more crucial and

because of it, organizations grow in size.

It was an extremely informative session for both the students of MBA and BBA batches and

during the Q&A session, the students expressed their concerns. In the end, Dr. Pallavi

Bhardwaj, Assistant Professor (Marketing and General Management) presented the vote of

thanks.

 


